«Bokskapet»
Publishing Unit
MOOCs and Digital Textbooks
3 dimensions

Conceptualize strategic university development with reference to University libraries position themselves within this matrix.

- They provide and curate subject matter as such.
- They publish materials and support students, faculty and study programs in physical and virtual space.
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Unenroll

Anatomi og fysiologi

Hjertets elektriske ledningssystem

Hjertefrekvensen styres av atrioventrikulärknuten (AV-knuten).

I sinusknuten oppstår spontane elektriske impulser som tar «ledelsen» over de øvrige hjertemuskellcelene

Den elektriske impulsen blir normalt sett ikke forsinket når den passerer gjennom AV-knuten.

Impulsvare i hjertet overføres fra atrer til ventrikler i sinusknuten.
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Excellence in Teaching

An imbalance between research and digital textbook development in the academic career system.
Publishing

Bokskapet
The Book Shelf at Oslo Metropolitan University is a publishing unit with some similarities and many differences when compared to traditional publishing houses
Initially established as a project in 2013, we have published 25 MOOCs. Using the Open edX platform from Harvard & MIT ++. Outreach of 6,000 enrollments with students from the whole country. A lively Editors Association.
Production

Virtualized production environments using cloud-based resources.
CC – BY-NC-SA

A growing set of MOOC and ePub titles using the Creative Commons’ Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike license

Compare to Canvas

Free for Teachers
SHARING – http://deling.unit.no

A repository of discrete digital components (learning objects) like short videos and animations, interactive questions and face-to-face interaction scripts.

Organized editorial and publication work principles based on the Network organizational model + Action Learning.